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This thesis investigated creaky voice in a sample of New Zealand speakers that appeared in a recent 

Greenpeace advertising campaign. Acoustic analyses were conducted to identify instances of creaked 

vowels, and sociophonetic variables were applied to explain the findings (sex, age), which were then 

related to specific communicative functions, such as emotional expressions. Results varied by sex but 

generally indicated that certain communicative functions facilitated the use of creaky voice. The research 

question is an interesting and relevant one, even if the results are not as expected. Unfortunately, the 

methods section lacks details and the study may have neglected to control for phonological environment 

of the target vowels. In sum, the work is of good quality and contributes a novel aspect to the 

sociolinguistic study of creaky voice.  

 

The introduction delves right into controversial topics associated with creaky voice but neglects to 

properly introduce the topics under study. No explanation or motivation if given for the predictions. Why 

is a link between emotions and creaky voice/ vocal fry assumed? The cited literature does not say anything 

to that effect and the reader is left to wonder what the basis of the predictions is.  

 



The theoretical background is well written and contains a lot of the relevant literature in the field. The 

articulatory and auditory descriptions are exhaustive and sufficiently informative. Keating et al. (2015) is 

mentioned in the acoustic section and their classification of creaky voice into distinct sub-types is 

explained. It seems to me that a short description of the Keating et al. types, especially the acoustical 

distinction between what is referred to as „vocal fry“ and the other types of creaky voice, would have 

been necessary given the mentioning of „vocal fry“ in the title of the thesis. Vocal fry and creaky voice are 

not always lumped together as the same phenomenon, as illustrated by Keating et al. (also see, e.g., Redi 

& Shattuck-Hufnagel 2001, or Hedelin & Huber 1990). I understand the motivation to not focus too much 

on the different types of creaky voice, as mentioned on page 11: „It is not in the scope of this thesis to 

study all types of creaky voice and this study focuses only on the prototypical creaky voice as is defined by 

Keating et al. (2015). For this reason, I am not discussing in detail acoustic properties of all types of creaky 

voice“. However, the title of this thesis specifically refers to „vocal fry“, which is defined as different from 

the „prototypical creaky voice“ by Keating. It is further mentioned that „For the sake of brevity, from now 

on I will use the term creaky voice to refer to the prototypical creaky voice and if there is the need to refer 

to another type, it will be said so explicitly“. I assume there is an error in the title and it should read “Creaky 

voice in commercials: A study of functions of prototypical creaky voice in audio-visual presentation of a 

brand“.  

Table 1, by the way, is not „adopted from Keating“ but exactly copied, including the unusual 

column titles in grey highlights. A reformatting of the table would have been beneficial.  

 In general, it would have been desirable to see some spectrographic images of creaky voice, 

possibly illustrative of the measurement difficulties that are mentioned.  

 

The section on the functions of creaky voice omits some aspects of the relevant literature. Most 

importantly, the socio-biological connotations of creaky voice (briefly referred to as Biological and Medical 

Factors) is neglected. How is creaky voice related to body size and the different biological sexes? How is 

it related to perceptions of attractiveness in men/ women? These are questions relevant for an 

advertisement campaign, such as the Greenpeace ads. Voice features indicating larger body sizes in men 

are perceived as attractive by female listeners, including vocal fry (e.g., Xu et al. 2013, Plos One). This is 

probably a universal feature. A „romantic signalling function“ of creaky voice is briefly mention (p. 20, and 

on p. 21: „marker of masculinity“) but not explored further. Wiener and Chartrand’s 2014 study essentially 

shows that creaky voice in male commercial voices is perceived as attractive by female listeners, while 

those same female listeners did not find the phonetic feature attractive in female commercial voices. This 

could explain the „adversiting success“ investigated by the study. Assuming that the Greenpeace ads were 

well designed, the producers may have had such thoughts in mind when they recorded the New Zealand 

celebrities.  



In addition, male creaky voice may stretch over longer utterances, while the sociolinguistic 

phenomenon of „vocal fry“ in (young) women is more confined to certain positions (e.g., utterance-final). 

The biological correlates of creaky voice may thus have different acoustic realities than the sociolinguistic 

correlates of creaky voice (in either sex). This distinction is potentially important in the context of the 

present data (consisting of male and female speakers of different ages).  

I am not convinved that the sociophonetic dimension of creaky voice is explained thoroughly. It is 

mentioned on page 21 that young women often show this feature but then this topic is presented as 

„controversial“ by citing opposing research that attributes the creaky voice feature to other social groups 

as well (Oliveira et al. 2016). The majority of literature on the sociolinguistic dimension of vocal fry does 

undoubtedly show that the sociophonetic feature of creaky voice is associated with young women, which 

is also admitted by Oliveira et al. 2016. On page 22, it is stated that „Anderson et al. (2014), who found 

that “the negative perceptions of vocal fry are stronger for female voices relative to male voices“. The 

findings lead authors to the recommendation that: “these results suggest that young American females 

should avoid using vocal fry speech in order to maximize labor market opportunities“. This encapusaltes 

the negative social connotations of creaky voice and female speech (as opposed to the positive, attractive 

relationship of vocal fry to male speech, see my comments on attractiveness above). This strongly ties in 

with biology, sociology, and the judgment of young women‘s behaviors within society. These thoughts are 

relevant for the present study, as it is possible that the positive male and negative female connotations 

with creaky voice play a role in advertising language.  

 

Due to the nature of the data collection, not much is known about the speakers that were analyzed. This 

is unfortunate, as more information would have been helpful to better contextualize the results (e.g. 

sexual identify as described on p. 21). The fact that some of the ambassadors are actors makes the sample 

a little problematic. Voice training in acting may have influenced their speech habits. In addition, Table 2 

reveals that the average age for women was 31.5 years, while the average age for men was 41 years. This 

is a marked difference and potentially problematic as the threshold for young/old was set for age 40 (see 

p. 28).  

 

Analyses:  

When you say that standard values were kept in VoiceSauce and Praat (as I understand it on p. 30), does 

this mean that F0 was not adjusted for sex?  

I would have liked to see an overview of which vowels were analyzed (I assume all vowels uttered 

by a speaker?) and how many (different) vowels each speaker produced on average. How long were the 

ads? It is mentioned that they were under 1 minute, which is quite short. Details on the normalization 

across the different vowel types are missing.  



The phonological environment of vowels can also facilitate/ inhibit creaky voice to some degree 

(e.g. vowel clashes such as in „meta analysis“) and this should have been controlled in the study. H1-H2 

can be influenced by nasality, for instance. A variable could have been established that coded the 

phonological environment (sound following the target sound).  

 Was reliability of coding of the expressive functions established? Did a second person code a 

portion of the data? What were the reliability scores (e.g., Cohen’s kappa)?  

 

Some of the tables are not very informative. Tables 17 and 18, for instance, pool together F0 data from 

all younger and older speakers, disregarding sex.  

 

I am pleased to see that the discussion section contains a thorough discussion of the limitations of the 

study. However, why were certain „limitations“ not avoided? For instance, the suggestion by Skarnitzl & 

Váňkováv (2017) to estimate speaker fundamental frequency and use that measurement as baseline for 

establishing presence/ absence of creaky voice could have been easily incorporated in the present study. 

The one-minute threshold may not have been reached (and maybe only 20 sec. could have been analyzed) 

but doing a smaller-scale analysis of speaker fundamental frequency surely would have been preferable.  

 

Generally, the results were presented in an adequate way and well discussed. Investigating the use of 

creaky voice in relation to the Jakobsonian communicative/ expressive functions is interesting. Even 

though the final results were not as expected and not quite as straight-forward as one would have hoped, 

they are nonetheless informative.  

 

Minor comments:  

The thesis contains quite a few tables, some of the results could have been shown in graphs.  

 

Language:  

e.g. p. 17: „Lower F0 is mentioned as a correlate of creaky voice in number of studies“ 

p. 26: „In this chapter, I present nature of the studied data“ 

etc. 

The phrase „Let me remind the reader“ appears quite often. I suggest rephrasing some of the sentences.  

 

Typing mistakes:  

Page 17: „so, nad finally blank space indicates that the property is variable of unknown“ 

p. 18: „higher in craeky voice“ 

Page 37: „If New Zealand doesn’t does bit for climate change“ 



 

Citations: 

There are quite a few bachelor‘s and master’s theses in the references list but they should not be cited if 

they do not reveal any new insights that can’t be found in the peer-reviewed (journal) literature.  

 The references list does not show consistent formatting: titles are sometimes capitalized 

(Anderson et al.), journal titles misspelled (abbreviated PNAS, Journal of Phonetics), the links don’t work 

sometimes (Garellek and Seyfarth), journal names are missing (Garellek & Seyfarth) page numbers are 

missing (Anderson et al.) etc. It would have been useful to use a citation program (Endnote, Zotero).  

 

 

 

Questions for the defence:  

 

1. Briefly state your reasoning/ scientific motivation to study expressive communicative functions in 

relation to creaky voice. On what do you base your hypotheses?  

2. Please explain the acoustic analysis step-by-step.  

3. How were the vowels normalized before analysis and how may the normalization have influenced 

your results?  

 

 

Despite some areas of concern (as outlined above), the main objectives of an M.A. work have been 

fulfilled. I suggest the thesis to be accepted with a grade of výborně or velmi dobře, depending on the 

student’s performance at the oral defense.   

Eva Maria Luef, PhD  

 

 

 


